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Components of Crisis Management Plan (CMP): 

 

1. Overview 

2. Organization Background & History 

3. Stakeholder Analysis 

4. Risk & Issues Assessment 

5. Media Analysis 

6. Accountabilities: Crisis Communication Team 

7. General Response Options 

8. Actions and Responses  

9. Crisis Plan language 

10. Post-Crisis Procedures 

 

Overview 

The crisis management plan (CMP) details how the company, Funcosa, will operate 

during critical incidents impacting stakeholders who have been injured due to product 

malfunction.  It is designed to provide guidance for personnel who discover or who are notified 

of any emergency situation in regards to the production of solar water heaters.  The plan also aids 

in the resolution of a crisis by structuring levels of potential responses, as each component is 

designed to address a corresponding level of threat. The crisis management plan does not replace 

existing contingency plans.  Rather, it supplements those plans by providing additional response 

planning for unexpected severe medical emergencies, and/or extreme property damage. These 

events have the potential to tarnish the company’s image and disrupt the organization’s ability to 

distribute a safe, effective and efficient product throughout Latin America and the Southwest 

United States.  

Organization Background & History 

Company Vision statement: To be the leader in distribution of renewable solar and hydro energy 

equipment and products by 2014.  

Funcosa was founded in September, 1981 with the aim of filling the market`s growing 

need for metal-mechanic molding in the construction industry. Currently the company is 
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recognized as the third leading supplier in Mexico of pipe fittings for gas and water parts. This 

achievement was reached by maintaining an industry recognized client satisfaction level that has 

built an image of offering excellent service. Recently the company has ventured into the 

renewable technologically area with solar-water heaters; this is quickly becoming the main 

source of profit and is expected to grow the company internationally as become the leader in the 

industry within the next five years.  

Funcosa is located in Toluca, Mexico, with distribution throughout the entire nation. 

Although the company holds a market share of about 30 percent, they operate with an internal 

employee base of only 61 people and an additional 25 independent commission sales agents. The 

distribution in Mexico averages 1,300 customers with plans in the year 2009 to expand into the 

rest of Latin America and the Southwest United States. In spite of the current distribution model 

serving Mexico, the company conducts business internationally with suppliers from six countries 

outside of Mexico. In total there are 22 current suppliers: 10 Mexican, 2 from the U.S, 2 Chilean, 

2 Italian, 1Spanish, 1 German, and 4 Chinese.  

For 27 years Funcosa has developed a product portfolio that includes more than 1,500 

products divided in 10 groups; this wide array of product line has enabled the company to boost 

its sales and market share. Funcosa’s products are sold in large volumes; increasing sales are 

occurring through the website.  

The main product categories, with the top three listed first, are: Hydraulic fittings for 

copper pipeline, 43% of total revenues, Gas fittings, 39% of total revenues, Flexible hoses, 

represents 5% of the total revenues. The rest of Funcosa`s revenue is collectively earned with  

Valves & accessories, Electric pumps and hydro pneumatic systems, reinforced multi-layer tube, 

Welding supplies, Electric Material, and finally Funco Sol Solar Heaters.   
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This CMP focuses on solar water heaters. This is an important product for Funcosa 

because of the potential growth opportunity that exists for this technology, and the lack of 

current competition.  Given its geographical location, México has an excellent source of solar 

energy; the average radiation is approximately 5,000 W/m2 per day. However, up until recently 

the historically low prices of fossil fuel have discouraged the exploration of solar energy and its 

use in the housing industry. Currently, in Mexico, there are around 20 million water heaters 

using natural gas. Each year around 1.3 million of these gas units enter the market. On the other 

hand, there are only 321,000 solar heaters in Mexico; this situation clearly represents a huge 

potential growth. Additionally, legislation on environment policy is more and more everyday 

encouraging the use of eco-friendly products. In Mexico City all the swimming pools and 

buildings with over 51 employees that use within their facilities hot water must use a solar heater 

system for all new construction starting in 2005. 

In 2000 new management replaced Funcosa’s struggling administration. This progression 

was one of many changes throughout the years that have lead up to the current success of the 

company today.  In 1983 Spanish and Italian machinery was acquired starting the company`s 

interaction in the global community. In 1994 new hose-pipes were introduced increasing 

company sales by 5 percent. In 2001the marketing of Chinese valves began, this would be the 

first of a trend moving the company more towards the Chinese market. In 2003 a third party 

alliance with a manufacturer Funco-Pex system was established to transfer production off site. 

Finally, in 2007 the marketing of solar heaters began turning a new corner for the company that 

is now leading their business model and future sales strategy. 
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Stakeholder Analysis  

Funcosa has an extensive range of stakeholders each of which is an important to the 

company for various reasons. Internally the stakes holders are: 

 Sixty-one employees that work at the main corporate site. These people depend on a job 

and are paid on salary; therefore, a disturbance due to crisis would immediately affect their lives.  

The expectation is for the company to protect its employees and keep them working. 

 Funcosa has 25 commission based salesmen located across the country, each serving an 

average of 50 clients. Because they are working on commission they are dependent on steady 

work, a crisis that halt sales would be financially devastating. This would affect them more than 

salary based employees who may have more time before hitting a financial burden. The 

expectation of a sales person is that the company is providing them with a safe product that they 

can sell with confidence. A crisis would damage the image of product quality that would destroy 

a sales person chance to do his or her job which would cause a snowball effect of business loss.   

External stakeholders include: 

 The distribution chain of Funcosa`s current 1,300 customers in Mexico would be hit very 

hard by a product failure crisis. They do not work for the company so they are more external, but 

they are directly in a relationship that would be affected just the same as the groups closely tied 

to the company. The distributors depend on a steady flow of supply from the company and for 

that supply to be in good working condition for its customers. If their product supply is 

interrupted they lose customers who will turn to other suppliers who do have working products.  

 All the products that Funcosa markets are targeted to the construction sector the housing 

sector, retail stores, hotels and hardware stores. These markets are also stakeholders, if they sell a 
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product that harms someone they would also be the target of repercussions, hence being placed 

in a crisis situation due to Funcosa’s crisis.  

 Externally, but also in direct relationship to the company, are the suppliers. There are 22 

in total from six countries including Mexico. 10 Mexican: 2 from the U.S: 2 Chilean: 2 Italian:  

Spanish: 1 German: 4 Chinese. Depending on the specific supplier that sourced the 

malfunctioning product there may be a complex legal battle including a loss of money, loss of 

business and possible termination of the business relationship. However, the other suppliers will 

also be affected by the crisis.  Some will have an opportunity to fill the product gap, others must 

sacrifice sales. Most crucial, however, is the company will need to revise its quality standards, 

incur additional expense, and experience strained relations with partners and providers. 

 Other external stakeholders impacted by the crisis would be companies such as Elkhart, 

an American company who since 2008 established a distribution contract in which Elkhart’s 

products will be distributed by Funcosa. However, if Funcosa is caught in a crisis with one 

product, other companies doing business in other products may want to rethink business ties or 

vice versa Funcosa has to increase security and quality controls that increase time and cost of 

business.  

 Financial institutions, such as: BBVA Bancomer Bank, and various insurance companies 

with whom Funcosa holds policies would also be impacted financially. Future relations after the 

crisis is resolved would also suffer. 

 Risk & Issues Assessment  

Funcosa SA of C.V. has been doing business in Mexico for more than 27 years. In that 

time the company established itself as "National Leader in Service" and it is on the cutting edge 

of solar technology. Additionally, in that time it has been reported by management that the 
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company has never experienced a major crisis. Admittedly there were some events that have 

occurred but that were at a very small crisis levels, most recently the company had an employee 

steal funds. 

Possible risks that exist are:  

 Fire in the warehouse 

 Injury to employee 

 Trucking accident  

 Poorly manufactured products 

 Employee arrest 

 Employee thief 

 Employee violence  

 Customer injury 

 Property damage 

 Flood damage  

 Mass loss of employees 

 Robbery 

 Hostage situation 

 Employee abduction 

This CMP will focus on the risk that has the most potential, injury to customers. The 

future of the business depends on the importing of Solar Water Heaters from China and reselling 

them throughout Latin America and the Southwest of the United States. There is no 

manufacturing that takes place; so on site injury is low. The company only provides the 

warehousing of product. While this creates a potential risk of onsite injury with the moving of 
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product as prepared for destination; this is medium risk but few direct stakeholders are affected.  

Transportation to distributors takes place daily. Although driving in Mexico is a risky gamble in 

itself, few stakeholders are at risk.   

Despite the identified variables Funcosa is a company with fewer risk situations than 

other companies. This is a small company is size; there is a low threat of terrorism. Their market 

share is growing, they are not the biggest but compared to other similar companies in the market 

they are gaining ground fast and could be seen as a potential threat. This allows for corporate 

sabotage to be a possibility but isn`t high on the list, based on the past 27- year history.  

The two highest risks that exist on location are fire, or severe flooding, as the Toluca area 

experiences high levels of rainfall year-round. Both of these risks are possible, however because 

the employee base and the warehouse size are small, proper pre-planned evacuation procedures 

and training would make this risk less potentially damaging.   

Considering the country of operation the possibility of robbery, kidnapping, or hostage 

situation is high; Mexico is one of the countries with the highest rates of reported murder and 

kidnapping. This is a risk that should be planned for, however, this CMP is focusing on a 

possibility that would significantly affect external stakeholders and potentially hinder business 

and impact the company image. This could be a result of an accident or the product not being up 

to other countries safety codes and then experiencing a malfunction. The communication plan is 

prepared for the unexpected event of a customer being hospitalized due to product malfunction.  

Funcosa relies on hardware stores to distribute its products to constructors, and 

contractors pass them on to installers who in turn deliver the final product to the end user. Out of 

its product portfolio of more than 1,500 products only the solar water heaters have a high 

potential of malfunction that could cause major injury. As Funcosa’s products are sold in large 
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volumes, the potential of mass injury occurring due to product failure is a big risk but not just 

because of many users, but because it is harder to track who has bought their current location. 

Solar energy is the cleanest and most inexhaustible of all known energy sources, there is 

no risk of selling a product that may become extinct. However, thermal energy which is used to 

directly heat water for household use has a very real risk of overheating and causing injury in the 

form of severe burns.  

Solar heaters should not be used with water at a pressure greater than 0.5 Kg/cm2. This 

process is creating extremely high temperatures, and the construction, although is build to 

withstand, it is still glass. What this means is there is the potential of breakage of the tube, due to 

a possibility of many factors, and if broken would release up to 300 liters of scalding hot water. 

Therefore, product malfunction or improper installation put this as a high risk for stakeholders.  

 Media Analysis 

In the event of a crisis the organizations needs to identify and communicate with 

influential media representatives to help communicate with their stakeholders. An immediate and 

quick response is priority for establishing relationships. A Media contact list will need to be 

established. This list is broken up between: 

 Broadcast/television: Televisa, tvazteca, televisionmexiquense, magacable 

 Radio:  grupoacir, stereomiled/cnn 

 Print/newspapers/specialty press: el sol del Toluca, 8columas, el heraldo 

 Electronic/web sites, key blogs: Funcosa Homepage   

 Before any crisis a couple of different individuals need to be contacted within the media 

outlet to introduce the company and to establish the relationship. The reason for identifying 

people in each media outlet is in the event something happens and one person is not available 
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there is another person. These contacts will also periodically throughout the years be sent media 

stories about the company to maintain the connection with the company and to build a favorable 

image.  

 The main source of updates during the crisis would be the company’s website, as this will 

be the place where both media and stakeholders will go for updates. The website needs to have a 

running feed of information that is easily accessible and updatable.  The website has to have an 

area for questions to be asked, and potentially include live chat options with the company`s 

representatives.  

 Accountabilities 

In the event of a malfunctioning solar-water heater, the crisis management team (CMT) 

would immediately be activated to respond to the issue. The team consists of various people. The 

proposed participants include: 

 A spokesperson represents the company and its values to the media. The General 

Manager will be the spokesperson, as the owner lives in Spain. He will relay 

information to the media and stakeholders about known injury or damage and 

how to protect them from injury. Additionally, the spokesperson will address how 

the organization is committed to resolving the situation while expressing 

empathy.  

 Legal- This person is the background is giving advice about the content of what to 

say openly, while letting the communications specialist frame how to say it. Legal 

also needs to start researching possible repercussions from customers so there can 

be some preparation in the event of a law suit so no additional crises develops.  
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 Communications specialist- An outsourced position from a professional PR firm. 

He or she would be called into play during a crisis to help with communication 

advice and work with the legal and the spokesperson to form the appropriate 

communication.  

 Technology– The website will need to be updated and prepared to handle the high 

volume of people wanting information, and asking specific questions. The main 

job of this team member is to keep the website running and updated so no loss of 

communication occurs.  

 Human Resources (HR) – The participant has the CMP in the official files and 

supports the procedures that will be followed. HR helps with the training 

exercises before a crisis, so this individual will be in charge of reaching out to 

employee’s families should they be injured.  

Process  

General Instructions for solar water heater crisis: 

 

A. Immediately upon finding out of a crisis involving solar water heaters the following 

things should be done. 

1. Upon seeing or hearing about the event the HR department`s emergency contact 

number should be called to confirm that it is known about so the CMT can be mobilized. 

2. After the CMT is notified the employees needed to be notified and reminded of 

emergency protocols. 

3. An immediate meeting is to be scheduled with the CMT at the established crisis 

center, the HR department of the company within 30minutes. Within minutes a decision needs to 

be taken about some of the varying tactics for protecting reputation and image and resolving the 
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crisis: denial, evasion of responsibility, reducing the offensiveness, corrective action to 

mortification or being honest upfront and responsible. Although it may be determined otherwise, 

suggested tactic is to be honest and upfront. 

4. Get a head of the media; schedule a news conference two hours from the first 

acknowledgement of the incident. Communications specialist starts to prepare press release and 

the language to be used with the media based on what is known and not speculation. News 

media, journalists other media outlets are contacted and the message showing a virtuous 

response, one that reflects the values of most of the stakeholders to who have been affected by 

the crisis is constructed. The press wants statements that can be used as quotes but this can come 

back to damage the crisis communication later if contradicting info is discovered. it is also 

important to have frequent consistent updated conferences to keep all stakeholders informed. 

5. Simultaneously, the Risk manager needs to begin to investigate and analyze the 

situation, confirm facts to deliver to the CS. The information obtained needs to be distributed in a 

single voiced communication to the CMT has to be about what is known, not assumed or 

speculated. 

6.  Spokesperson, the general manager, needs to prepare for on camera interviews 

and to be ready to travel to a location of an injured person if needed. Meanwhile, meeting with 

the Risk manager, Communication specialist and attorney to prepare the stakeholder 

communication. 

7. Human Resources needs start gathering information about with stakeholders and 

other locations of solar water heater sales. Contact numbers of distributors are organized to start 

the contact to warn about possible threat with products.  

8. Medical contacts are to be prepared to be on call for possible incoming injured. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News_media
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News_media
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journalist
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9. To reach its wide distribution network the  25 salesmen located across the 

country, each serving on average 50 clients directly are to be notified by HR to contact clients 

and stay in communication about the situation.  

10. HR will work with the warehouse manager to prepare a recall on the product; the 

system is set up to dispatch a delivery between 24 and 72 hours depending on the client’s 

location.  

Post- Crisis Procedures 

Learning from the crisis will involve planning for additional potential crises with yearly 

meetings/updates with: local emergency response workers, product manufactures and internal 

crisis management team. The information learned from this crisis needs to be documented and 

used to participate in the creation of procedures and planning in the future. An onsite interviews 

months after the event to show that the company took responsibility and is still showing how 

they are working with stakeholders to make the situation right. Maintaining media relations to 

focuses on cultivating and enhancing long-term relationships with its stakeholders is more 

important after a crisis to help rebuild any tarnished image that may have occurred.  

 

 Funcosa s.a de c.v (2009). Personal interview with general manager. , Toluca, Mex. 

 

 


